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We study the temporal expansion of an ultracold Bose gas in two-dimensional, square optical
lattices. The gas is described by the Bose-Hubbard model deep in the superfluid regime, with
initially all bosons condensed in the central site of the lattice. We use the previously developed
nonequilibrium propagator method for capturing the time evolution of an interacting bosonic system,
where the many-body Hamiltonian is represented in an appropriate local basis and the corresponding
field operators are separated into the classical (BEC) part and quantum mechanical fluctuations.
After a quench, i.e. after a sudden switch of the lattice nearest-neighbor hopping, the expanding,
bosonic cloud separates spatially into a fast, ballistic forerunner and a slowly expanding central
part controlled by selftrapping. We show that the forerunner expansion is driven by the coherent
dynamics of the BEC and that its velocity is consistent with the Lieb-Robinson bound. For smaller
lattices we analyze how quasiparticle collisions lead to enhanced condensate depletion and oscillation
damping.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Bose-Hubbard model has been in the focus of con-
densed matter research since the seminal paper by Fisher
et al. [1], which predicted a superfluid–Mott-localization
transition, and especially after its experimental realiza-
tion in ultracold atom systems [2]. It is well known that
systems of cold atoms encompass a number of impressive
advantages over their solid state counterparts, among
which are the full system controllability, freedom from
impurities, isolation from the environment, and last but
not least, the possibility to realize quantum quenches. A
quantum quench, i.e. an abrupt change of one of the
system’s parameters, is a controlled way to bring a sys-
tem out of equilibrium and to study its nonequilibrium
dynamics and potential thermalization [3].
The temporal expansion of clouds of interacting,
bosonic atoms in optical lattices has been studied ex-
perimentally and theoretically as a straightforward way
of accessing the nonequilibrium dynamics of these sys-
tems [4–6]. In the experiment [4] a Mott insulating core
with unity filling was prepared in the center of a two-
dimensional (2D) optical lattice. By abruptly lowering
the lattice depth in one or both directions, tunneling and
correspondingly expansion of the boson gas was induced
and studied in detail in dependence on the interaction
strength U . It was found that both dimensionality and
interaction play an important role in the nonequilibrium
expansion dynamics. In particular, the expansion in a
2D lattice developed bimodal cloud shapes with slow dy-
namics in the round, central part of the cloud surrounded
by fast, square-shaped ballistic wings. The core expan-
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sion velocity slowed down with the growth of interac-
tion and eventually saturated [4]. On the theoretical
side, expansion dynamics in more than one spatial di-
mension has so far been studied on the level of mean-
field theories [5–7], that is, considering the dynamics of
the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) and neglecting the
influence of the thermal cloud or incoherent excitations.
In particular, time-dependent Gutzwiller mean-field the-
ory was employed to analyze the expansion dynamics in
2D bosonic Mott-Hubbard lattices [5, 6, 8]. It was found,
that initially confined Mott-insulating states become co-
herent during the expansion after removal of a confining
potential [5], and initially superfluid states with small
occupation numbers expand in a bimodal way with a
central, slowly expanding cloud surrounded by a rapidly
expanding low-density cloud of bosons [6]. The Bosons
expand ballistically and fastest along the diagonals of the
lattice. The physics behind the expansion behaviour was
attributed to the fact, that the central cloud consists pre-
dominantly of doublons, which tend to group together [9],
whereas the fast expanding part consists of monomers [6].
However, previous studies of the quench dynamics of
Bose-Josephson junctions (BJJ) [10–14] showed that in-
coherent fluctuations become inevitably excitated after
the quench even in gapped systems, due to the finite
spectral distribution involved in the temporal evolution.
The coupling of the BEC to these incoherent excitations
plays an important role in the relaxation and thermaliza-
tion dynamics [12–14]. Exact numerical calculations of
the expansion dynamics are possible only in one dimen-
sion [4, 15], where true Bose-Einstein condensation does
not occur and, hence, a distinction between BEC and in-
coherent excitations is not possible in the time-dependent
situation.
To tackle the problem of the expansion of the coupled
system of BEC and incoherent fluctuations we, therefore,
adopt the semianalytical formalism developed earlier and
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2applied for studies of nonequilibrium BJJs [10, 12, 13].
Our approach goes beyond mean-field approximations
and systematically takes into account incoherent exci-
tations. It consists of coupled equations of motion for
the classical, space-time dependent BEC amplitudes and
for the full Keldysh quantum propagators of the noncon-
densate fluctuations. These equations are derived from a
generating functional using the Keldysh-Kadanoff-Baym
nonequilibrium approach [13, 16, 17], which leads to a
hierarchy of conserving approximations, and are solved
selfconsistently. We focus on the expansion dynamics
of weakly interacting bosons in two dimensions, deep in
the superfluid phase. For large square lattices of size
21× 21, we evaluate the theory within the leading-order
in U conserving approximation, the Bogoliubov-Hartree-
Fock (BHF) approximation, while for smaller system size
(3×3) we use the second-order selfconsistent approxima-
tion, thus taking inelastic relaxation processes into ac-
count. Unlike previous treatments [5, 6] we can consider
arbitrary large numbers of particles within our formalism.
Note however that we do not attain the Mott localized
phase since the interactions are assumed to be weak.
As the main results we find that even for small inter-
action strength but large values of the initial local occu-
pation number the coherent part of the expanding cloud
splits into two modes, a slowly expanding high-density
central part and a fast expanding low-density pulse or
“forerunner”. In this case of high-occupation number,
however, the expansion of the high-density part is not
inhibited by doublon formation [6] but by the interaction-
induced selftrapping effect known from the oscillation dy-
namics of BJJs [10, 18, 19]. The forerunner expands bal-
listically, typical for coherent waves. These results are
in good agreement with experiments on 2D expansion
[4]. The forerunner’s expansion speed is largest along the
lattice diagonals where it obeys and reaches the Lieb-
Robinson bound [20]. The latter states that there is a
finite limit to the speed of information propagation in
any quantum system.
In addition, we are able to distinuish the dynamics of
the incoherent excitation cloud from the coherent one.
The density of incoherent excitations increases with the
interaction strength u, as expected, but with increasing
U it ceases to participate in the forerunner. This con-
firms that the forerunner is a coherence phenomenon.
Taking inelastic two-particle scattering into account for
small lattices beyond the BHF approximation, we find
that it leads to fast damping of density oscillations be-
tween the BEC and the incoherent fluctuations and to
enhanced depletion of the condensate.
This article is organized as follows. In chapter II we
describe our model and derive the general kinetic equa-
tions based on the Keldysh-Kadanoff-Baym nonequilib-
rium approach. Section II B contains the equations of
motion without two-particle damping, i.e., the dynami-
cal BHF approximation, while in section IIC the collision
integrals describing inelastic interactions are taken into
account. The results within the BHF approximation and
including inelastic processes are presented and discussed
in detail in sections III and III B, respectively. We con-
clude in section IV.
II. MODEL AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A. General kinetic equations
We consider ultracold bosons in a 2D, square optical
lattice described by the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian [21]
H = −J(t)
∑
〈i,j〉
bˆ†i bˆj +
∑
i
(i − µ)bˆ†i bˆi +
U
2
∑
i
nˆi(nˆi − 1),
(1)
where J(t) = J Θ(t) is the nearest neighbor hopping am-
plitude which is abruptly switched on at time t = 0, U
is the repulsive interaction between bosons, and µ the
chemical potential. bˆ†i , bˆi are bosonic creation and an-
nihilation operators on site i and nˆi = bˆ
†
i bˆi the boson
number operator. Hereafter we will consider a homoge-
neous lattice, ε = εi for any i. As initial condititons at
t = 0 we assume all bosons condensed deep in the super-
fluid phase and trapped by a tight confining potential in
the central site of the lattice.
After the tunneling J(t) is turned on for t > 0, two
main processes set in: (i) the superfluid part is allowed
to expand in all direction of the lattice; (ii) incoherent
excitations get excited and are expanding along with the
superfluid part. We analyze the resultant dynamics using
the formalism developed earlier [10, 11] based on stan-
dard nonequilibrium techniques [16, 22, 23]. As usual we
decompose the bosonic operators into their expectation
or saddlepoint value ai(t) = 〈bˆi〉 and the fluctuations ϕˆi,
bˆi = ai(t) + ϕˆi, bˆ
†
i = a
∗
i (t) + ϕˆ
†
i , (2)
where ai(t) represents the local BEC amplitude and the
noncodensate quantum fluctuations are described by the
operators ϕˆi = bˆi− ai(t) obeying canonical bosonic com-
mutation relations. We now treat the condensate ampli-
tudes semiclassically and the quantum fluctuations quan-
tum field-theoretically in order to capture the nonequi-
librium dynamics. The full bosonic propagator splits into
two parts C + G, with
Cij(t, t
′) = −i
(
ai(t)a
∗
j (t
′) ai(t)aj(t′)
a∗i (t)a
∗
j (t
′) a∗i (t)aj(t
′)
)
, (3)
Gij(t, t
′) = −i
(
〈TC bˆi(t)bˆ†j(t′)〉 〈TC bˆi(t)bˆj(t′)〉
〈TC bˆ†i (t)bˆ†j(t′)〉 〈TC bˆ†i (t)bˆj(t′)〉
)
=
(
Gij(t, t
′) Fij(t, t′)
F ij(t, t
′) Gij(t, t′)
)
, (4)
where TC denotes time-ordering operator along the
Keldysh contour and i the imaginary unit. The general
3Dyson equations for the propagators C and G read,
∑
k
∫
C
dt
[
G−10,ik(t, t)− SHFik (t, t)
]
Ckj(t, t
′) =
∑
k
∫
C
dtSik(t, t)Ckj(t, t
′), (5)
∑
k
∫
C
dt
[
G−10,ik(t, t)−ΣHFik (t, t)
]
Gkj(t, t
′) =
1δ(t− t′)δij +
∑
k
∫
C
dtΣik(t, t)Gkj(t, t
′). (6)
Here, all integrals as well as the Dirac δ(t−t′) are defined
along the Keldysh contour C. For convenience, we also
separate the selfenergy into two parts: the local Hartree-
Fock (HF) part and the collision part, described by S and
Σ), respectively [11, 13]. The inverse bare propagator
reads
G−10,ij(t, t
′) =
[
iτ3δij
∂
∂t
+ J(δi,j+1 + δi,j−1)1
]
δ(t− t′),
(7)
where 1 and τ3 denote the unit and the third Pauli matrix
in Bogoliubov particle-hole space, respectively. For the
further analysis it is convenient to rewrite the general
Dyson equations (5), (6) in terms of symmetrized and
antisymmetrized field-correlation functions,
Aij(t, t
′) = i
[
G>ij(t, t
′)−G<ij(t, t′)
]
=
(
AGij A
F
ij
AFij A
G
ij
)
,
Fij(t, t
′) =
1
2
[
G>ij(t, t
′) + G<ij(t, t
′)
]
=
(
FGij F
F
ij
FFij F
G
ij
)
,
(8)
where we omitted the time arguments in the matrix rep-
resentations for simplicity. Similarly, we introduce for
the selfenergies,
γij(t, t
′) = i
[
S>ij(t, t
′)− S<ij(t, t′)
]
=
(
γGij γ
F
ij
γFij γ
G
ij
)
,
Γij(t, t
′) = i
[
Σ>ij(t, t
′)−Σ<ij(t, t′)
]
=
(
ΓGij Γ
F
ij
ΓFij Γ
G
ij
)
,
Πij(t, t
′) =
1
2
[
Σ>ij(t, t
′) + Σ<ij(t, t
′)
]
=
(
ΠGij Π
F
ij
ΠFij Π
G
ij
)
.
(9)
The symbols "<" and ">" refer to the standard "lesser"
and "greater" notations for nonequilibrium Green’s func-
tions and selfenergies [23].
With these new notations we can rewrite Eqs. (5), (6)
in terms of symmetrized and antisymmetrized correlators
and their selfenergies
iτ3
∂
∂t
Cij = −J(Ci+1,j + Ci−1,j) + SHFi Cij −
i
∑
k
t∫
0
dtγikCkj , (10)
iτ3
∂
∂t
Aij = −J(Ai+1,j + Ai−1,j) + ΣHFi Aij −
i
∑
k
t∫
t′
dtΓikAkj , (11)
iτ3
∂
∂t
Fij = −J(Fi+1,j + Fi−1,j) + ΣHFi Fij −
i
∑
k
t∫
0
dtΓikFkj + i
∑
k
t′∫
0
dtΠikAkj . (12)
Here, we used the locality of the Hartree-Fock selfen-
ergies in the time arguments as well as in the site in-
dices, i.e. SHFij = SHFi δijδ(t − t′) and similar for ΣHFij ,
and evaluated the contour integrals. Because of the
quench boundary conditions, the integrals involving col-
lisional selfenergies in Eqs. (10)–(12) start from 0 and
not from −∞. For simplicity, we omitted again explicit
time arguments of the Green’s functions and selfener-
gies, The argument t refers to the first argument of the
functions and selfenergies, that is, Cij ≡ Cij(t, t′) and
t∫
t′
dtΓikAkj =
t∫
t′
dtΓik(t, t)Akj(t, t
′), etc. The boundary
conditions are formulated in such a way that the system
of equations (10)–(12) becomes an initial value problem.
B. Bogoliubov-Hartree-Fock approximation
In this section we specify the set of differential equa-
tions derived from (10)–(12) in BHF approximation, i.e.
the first-order in U conserving approximation [22]. To
first order in U we neglect the integrals in Eqs. (10)–
(12) and explicitly calculate the HF selfenergies SHF and
ΣHF as
ΣHFi =
(
ΣHFi Ω
HF
i
Ω
HF
i Σ
HF
i
)
=
iU
[(
1
2
Tr[Cii]1+ Cii
)
+
(
1
2
Tr[Fii]1+ Fii
)]
, (13)
SHFi =
(
SHFi W
HF
i
W
HF
i S
HF
i
)
=
iU
[
1
2
Tr[Cii]1+
(
1
2
Tr[Fii]1+ Fii
)]
. (14)
Note that in this approximation quantities related to the
spectral function Aij decouple from the system of equa-
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FIG. 1: Diagrams contributing to the second order selfener-
gies. Indices 1 and 1′ refer to the first and second argument of
the selfenergies (1 ≡ r, t and 1′ ≡ r′, t′). Solid line represent
propagators of noncondensed particles, whereas dashed lines
denote propagators of condensed bosons. The wavy lines are
associated with the interaction U .
tions, and the final system of BHF equations reads
i
∂
∂t
ai = −J(ai+1 + ai−1) + (U |ai|2 + 2iUFGii)ai + iUFFiia∗i ,
i
∂
∂t
FGij = −J(FGi+1,j + FGi−1,j) + J(FGi,j+1 + FGi,j−1)
+ ΣHFi F
F
ij − FFijΣHFj − ΩHFi (FFij)∗ − FFij(ΩHFj )∗,
i
∂
∂t
FFij = −J(FFi+1,j + FFi−1,j)− J(FFi,j+1 + FFi,j−1)
+ ΣHFi F
F
ij + F
F
ijΣ
HF
j − ΩHFi (FGij)∗ − FGij(ΩHFj )∗.
(15)
We then solve the equations numerically, the results be-
ing discussed in detail in section III.
C. Selfconsistent second-order approximation
In the selfconsistent second-order approximation, ac-
counting for collisions and relaxation, the equations are
significantly more complicated, and the spectral and sta-
tistical parts are coupled, unlike in the BHF approxima-
tion. The diagrammatic contributions to the selfenergies
in second order are depicted in Fig. 1. Due to the under-
lying symmetry relations specified in Appendix A we give
here only the expressions for the upper-left and upper-
right components of the second-order matrix selfenergy
γij [see Eqs. (10)–(12)],
γGij = U
2FGij(4Λij [F, F
∗] + 2Λij [G,G∗])
+ U2AGij(4Ξij [F, F
∗] + 2Ξij [G,G∗]), (16)
γFij = U
2FFij(4Λij [G,G
∗] + 2Λij [F, F ∗])
+ U2AFij(4Ξij [G,G
∗] + 2Ξij [F, F ∗]). (17)
Here we introduced the shorthand notations
Λij [f, g](t, t
′) = Afij(t, t
′)Fgij(t, t
′) + Agij(t, t
′)Ffij(t, t
′),
Ξij [f, g](t, t
′) = Ffij(t, t
′)Fgij(t, t
′)− 1
4
Afij(t, t
′)Agij(t, t
′),
(18)
where g, f ∈ {G,F,G∗, F ∗} and Ag∗ ≡ (Ag)∗. The other
two contributions Γij and Πij from Eqs. (10)–(12) are
expressed as follows,
ΓGij = 2iU
2(2a∗i a
∗
jΛij [F,G] + a
∗
i ajΛij [G,G]− 2aiajΛij [F ∗, G]− 2aia∗jΛij [G,G∗]− 2aia∗jΛij [F, F ∗])
+U2(FGij{4Λij [F, F ∗] + 2Λij [G,G∗]}+ AGij{4Ξij [F, F ∗] + 2Ξij [G,G∗]}), (19)
ΓFij = 2iU
2(2a∗i ajΛij [F,G] + a
∗
i a
∗
jΛij [F, F ]− 2aia∗jΛij [F,G∗]− 2aiajΛij [G,G∗]− 2aiajΛij [F, F ∗])
+U2(FFij{4Λij [G,G∗] + 2Λij [F, F ∗]}+ AFij{4Ξij [G,G∗] + 2Ξij [F, F ∗]}), (20)
and
ΠGij = 2iU
2(2a∗i a
∗
jΞij [F,G] + a
∗
i ajΞij [G,G]− 2aiajΞij [F ∗, G]− 2aia∗jΞij [G,G∗]− 2aia∗jΞij [F, F ∗])
+U2(FGij{4Ξij [F, F ∗] + 2Ξij [G,G∗]} −
1
2
AGij{2Λij [F, F ∗] + Λij [G,G∗]}), (21)
ΠFij = 2iU
2(2a∗i ajΞij [F,G] + a
∗
i a
∗
jΞij [F, F ]− 2aia∗jΞij [F,G∗]− 2aiajΞij [G,G∗]− 2aiajΞij [F, F ∗])
+U2(FFij{4Ξij [G,G∗] + 2Ξij [F, F ∗]} −
1
2
AFij{2Λij [G,G∗] + Λij [F, F ∗]}). (22)
With these selfenergies, the equations of motion for the spectral and for the statistical functions become, respectively,
i
∂AGij
∂t
= −J(AGi+1,j + AGi−1,j) + ΣHFi AGij − ΩHFi (AFij)∗ − i
∑
k
t∫
t′
dt(ΓGikA
G
kj + Γ
F
ikA
F
kj), (23)
i
∂AFij
∂t
= −J(AFi+1,j + AFi−1,j) + ΣHFi AFij − ΩHFi (AGij)∗ − i
∑
k
t∫
t′
dt(ΓGikA
F
kj + Γ
F
ikA
G
kj), (24)
5i
∂FGij
∂t
= −J(FGi+1,j + FGi−1,j) + ΣHFi FGij − ΩHFi (FFij)∗ − i
∑
k
t∫
0
dt(ΓGikF
G
kj + Γ
F
ikF
F
kj) + i
∑
k
t′∫
0
dt(ΠGikA
G
kj + Π
F
ikA
F
kj),
(25)
i
∂FFij
∂t
= −J(FFi+1,j + FFi−1,j) + ΣHFi FFij − ΩHFi (FGij )∗ − i
∑
k
t∫
0
dt(ΓGikF
F
kj + Γ
F
ikF
G
kj) + i
∑
k
t′∫
0
dt(ΠGikA
F
kj + Π
F
ikA
G
kj).
(26)
Here, t refers again to the first time argument of the entities and t′ to the second one. For the notation in the
convolution integrals in these equations see the end of section IIA. The sets of equations (23), (24) and (25), (26) are
coupled to the equations for the condensate amplitudes on sites i,
i
∂ai
∂t
= −J(ai+1 + ai−1) + (U |ai|2 + 2iUFGii)ai + iUFFiia∗i − i
∑
k
t∫
0
dt(γGikak + γ
F
ika
∗
k). (27)
Note that the integrals in Eqs.(23)–(26) still contain G and F -components of spectral and statistical functions. The
treatment of such integrals using the symmetry relations from Appendix A is described in detail in Appendix B.
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FIG. 2: Expansion dynamics of the BEC cloud for interaction u = 3, ρ = 1, and lattice size 21 × 21. The first row shows the
expansion in real space for various times from tJ = 0.1 till tJ = 15. The color code represents the local condensate occupation
numbers in units of the total particle number, N0i (t)/N . The lattice momentum distribution nk(t), Eq. (31) is shown in the
second row for the corresponding times. kx,y are shown in units of pi/a.
III. RESULTS
We consider a square optical lattice of size I×I, where
I is the odd number of sites along the x or y direction.
Each site is addressed by the double index i ≡ (nx, ny)
where nx, ny run from −(I − 1)/2 to (I − 1)/2, and
summation over i implies summing over all lattice sites.
We will impose periodic boundary conditions, and de-
fine the first Brillouin zone such that the quasimomenta
kx, ky ∈ [0, 2pi/a], where a is the lattice constant (see also
Figs. 2 and 3). The filling factor is ρ = N/I2, where N
is the total particle number,
N =
∑
i
N0i (t) +N
ϕ
i (t) =
∑
i
[
|ai(t)|2 + iFGii(t, t)−
1
2
]
.
(28)
In Eq. (28), N0i (t) is the number of condensed parti-
cles, while Nϕi (t) is the particle number in the incoherent
6FIG. 3: Expansion dynamics of the BEC cloud for parameters as in Fig. 2, but for interaction strength u = 7. Distinct
self-trapping effects are visible, both in the spatial density distribution (first row) and in the momentum distribution (lower
row).
cloud, or fluctuation particle number. The total particle
number N is conserved. This is obeyed by our conserving
approximations (the BHF and the 2nd-order selfconsis-
tent approximations)[11]. We have also confirmed it in
our numerics. We study the expansion dynamics in de-
pendence on the interparticle interaction U , expressed in
dimensionless units as
u =
UN
J
(29)
and express the time in terms of the dimensionless vari-
able Jt.
As the initial condition, we assume that at time t = 0
all particles are condensed in the central site (0, 0) site,
that is,
ai(0) =
√
ρI2δi0,
FGij(0, 0) = −
i
2
δij ,
FFij(0, 0) = 0. (30)
The temporal expansion of the bosonic gas is then ex-
pressed in terms of the time-dependent site occupations
Ni(t) = N
0
i (t) + N
ϕ
i (t), the local fluctuation numbers
Nϕi (t), and nk(t), the quasimomentum distribution of
the atoms spreading over the optical lattice,
nk(t) =
1
I2
∑
ij
eik(ri−rj)
(
〈aˆ∗i (t)aˆj(t)〉+ 〈bˆ†i (t)bˆj(t)〉
)
.
(31)
A. Results without interaction-induced damping
We begin by numerically solving Eqs. (15) which com-
prise the BHF approximation. This does not take into
account inelastic quasiparticle damping effects, however,
it captures many of the salient features of the expan-
sion dynamics, namely, occupation-induced shifts of the
single-particle energies, effects of the coherent BEC dy-
namics including selftrapping, and dynamical creation of
the incoherent cloud of single-particle excitations beyond
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) and its exchange
with the BEC.
Fig. 2 shows the dynamical evolution of the condensate
expansion for I = 21, ρ = 1, and u = 3. The upper row
displays the site occupations Ni(t)/N in real space on
a logarithmic scale for different times Jt. The expand-
ing cloud reaches the edges of the lattice near tJ ≈ 5.
Thereafter, the local site occupations re-appear at the
respective, opposite sides of the lattice, corresponding to
reflection in a finite-size lattice. The interference patterns
appearing for times Jt ≥ 5 indicate the coherence of the
condensate part of the cloud. The fluctuation dynam-
ics is not shown, as the local fluctuations amount to less
than 1% of the total population in this case. The fluc-
tuation dynamics will be discussed in detail in Figs. 4
and 5. The second row in Fig. 2 presents the lattice-
momentum distribution in the first Brillouin zone for the
same times. Throughout the time evolution, the momen-
tum distribution is rather broad, showing interference ef-
fects of the condensate again for times Jt ≥ 5. It indi-
cates a rather homogeneous expansion of the cloud, with
velocities given by vk = ∂εk/∂k and the square lattice
7FIG. 4: Time evolution of the bosonic cloud (upper row) and incoherent excitations (lower row) along lattice diagonal nx = ny
with interaction increasing by steps of two from 3 to 9.
dispersion εk = −2J [cos(kxa) + cos(kya)], as also seen
from the real-space pictures.
The expansion dynamics changes drastically when the
interaction is increased, as shown in Fig. 3 for u = 7. The
real-space pictures (first row in Fig. 3) show that the BEC
cloud expands more slowly, where the cloud separates in
a high-density, central part and a low-density, halo-like
structure surrounding it, before the particles get reflected
from the boundaries and interference effects set in again.
This slow expansion is confirmed by the momentum dis-
tribution shown in the second row of Fig. 3. Throughout
the time evolution, it remains strongly peaked around
k = (pi/a, pi/a) where the group velocity vk of the square
lattice vanishes. This behaviour is similar to the experi-
mental observation [4], where for a noninteracting gas a
homogenous square spread is observed, whereas for finite
interaction a bimodal structure of a slow central cloud
surrounded by fast square-shaped background is seen in
2D.
In order to better understand the behaviour of the bi-
modal structure we plot in Fig. 4 the expansion of the
bosonic cloud along the lattice diagonal nx = ny versus
time for different values of the interaction u and for both,
the BEC (upper row) and the incoherent cloud (lower
row). While for interaction strength u ≤ 5 the BEC
spreads essentially homogeneously with a slight maxi-
mum at the expansion front, the bimodal expansion of
the BEC is clearly seen for u ≥ 7. This can be explained
by the selftrapping effect known from bosonic Joseph-
son junctions [18, 19]. It is due to an energy mismatch
between neighboring sites, that is, it occurs in the on-
linear Gross-Pitaevskii dynamics when the difference be-
tween the total condensate energies ui = UN0i (t)[N0i (t)−
1]/(2J) on neighboring sites i, j, or neighboring potential
wells exceeds a critical value [10, 18]. This is fulfilled at
the boundaries of the central BEC cloud for u ≥ 7. As
a result, the tunneling of condensate particles from the
central, high-density sites to the outer, low-density sites
is inhibited, leading to a reduced expansion speed of the
ecentral cloud, as seen in Fig. 4, upper row. By con-
trast, particles on the low-density sites within the halo
are not subject to selftrapping and, therefore, propagate
outward ballistically with constant, high speed, in agree-
ment with experiment [4]. In fact, as seen from Fig. 4,
the halo speed in x direction reaches the Lieb-Robinson
limit [20] which for our tight-binding square lattice is
vmaxx = |vk=(pi/2a,0)| = 2Ja. As a result of the dif-
ferent expansion speeds, the central cloud and the halo
become spatially separated, leading to a distinct “fore-
runner”. This explanation of the bimodal expansion is
corroborated by the fact that it is observed only in the
expansion of the coherent BEC (upper row), not in the in-
coherent cloud (lower row of Fig. 4), as expected from the
Gross-Pitaevskii dynamics. Rather, the incoherent exci-
tations are dragged along by the coherent, central cloud
and their number is unobservably small in the halo for
u ≥ 7. As a remarkable observation, there seems to be an
interesting interplay between nonlinear selftrapping and
interference for long times. After reflection from the lat-
tice boundaries, the local BEC amplitude may construc-
tively interfere so that locally the selftrapping threshold
is reached again, leading to multiple quasilocalized BEC
clouds, seen in Fig. 3, upper right panel (Jt = 15), as the
nine high-occupation regions. They cannot be a mere in-
terference effect, as they are not observed in Fig. 2 for
small interaction (u = 3).
The role of the incoherent cloud in the expansion dy-
namics can be analyzed by monitoring the time evolu-
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FIG. 5: Time evolution of the overall quantum fluctuations
number Nϕ (normalized to the total particle number N) for
different values u = 3, 5, 7, and filling fractions ρ = 1, 2, 3.
tion of the total fluctuation number and the energy con-
tent of the incoherent cloud and the BEC, respectively.
Figs. 5 shows the noncondensate or fluctuation fraction
Nϕ(t) (i.e., the fluctuation number normalized to the to-
tal particle number) for various interaction strengths u
and filling fractions ρ. First, we observe that Nϕ(t) re-
mains in the range of a few percent throughout the time
evolution for all parameter values of the ‘21 × 21 lat-
tice. For all parameter values, there is a steep, initial
rise of the fluctuation fraction within the time of the
first tunneling process of the time evolution, t ≈ 1/J .
This is presumably due to the abrupt change of the oc-
cupation numbers on the lattice sites neighboring the
central one and the consecutive strong perturbation of
the BEC. Thereafter, for week intercations (u = 3, 5)
the fluctuation fraction increases monotonically with an
approximately constant slope. In this weak interaction
regime, Nϕ(t) is approximately inversely proportional to
the filling fraction ρ, as expected from the perturbative
expansion about a homogeneous (position-independent)
Gross-Pitaevskii saddlepoint – the BEC density creates a
confining potential for the fluctuations, so that increasing
density suppresses fluctuations. However, when selftrap-
ping effects set in for strong interaction (u = 7), the
behavior after the initial, strong increase gets reversed.
After a pronounced maximum, the total fluctuation den-
sity decreases again with time and settles to a reduced,
constant value. It seems that the selftrapping-induced,
slowed-down dynamics does not support the initial, en-
hanced fluctuation density, so that incoherent excitations
recondense into the BEC. In this case, the fluctuation
fraction Nϕ also increses with the filling fraction ρ.
The time evolution of the kinetic and the interaction
energy of the total system, Ekin(t), Eint(t), and the
respective contributions to the fluctuation energy are
shown in Fig. 6. The corresponding energy expecta-
tion values are computed from the onsite and nearest-
neighbor propagators, respectively, as
Ekin(t) = E
0
kin(t) + E
ϕ
kin(t) (32)
= − iJ
2
∑
〈i,j〉
Tr [Cij + Fij ]
Eint(t) = E
0
int(t) + E
ϕ
int(t) (33)
=
i
4
∑
i
Tr
[
SHFi Cii + Σ
HF
i Fii
]
,
where the superscripts 0 and ϕ refer to the contribu-
tions from condensed atoms and quantum fluctuations,
respectively, and 〈i, j〉 indicates summation over nearest
neighbor sites. While our conserving approximation pre-
serves the total energy conservation, the initially purely
interaction energy is quickly transformed into kinetic en-
ergy as the central site is depopulated (main panels in
Fig. 6). Note that, counterintuitively, this energy trans-
fer is slowed down for strong repulsion, u = 7, because
the depopulation of highly occupied sites is slowed down
by selftrapping effects (see also Fig. 4).
The time evolution of the fluctuation energies (insets
of Fig. 6) reflects the fluctuation-number dynamics dis-
cussed in Fig. 5. For small interaction (u = 3), after
the initial, steep increase, the kinetic fluctuation energy
Eϕkin(t) continues to increase linearly in accordance with
the fluctuation number (Fig. 5, left panel), while the in-
teraction energy Eϕint(t) settles to a constant value. This
shows that, although the overall fluctuation number in-
creases with the volume of the cloud, the fluctuation
number on each site remains on a constant, small level.
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
FIG. 6: Time evolution of mean kinetic and interaction en-
ergies Eqs. (32), (33), normalized to the total energy E0 =
u (N − 1)/2 of the atomic gas loaded on the 21 × 21 lattice,
with ρ = 1 for interaction parameters u = 3 (upper panel)
and u = 7 (lower panel). The insets show the kinetic and in-
teraction energies of the quantum fluctuations together with
their total energy, Eϕtot(t) = E
ϕ
kin(t) + E
ϕ
int(t) (dashed line).
9FIG. 7: Site-resolved expansion in a 3×3 lattice for u = 3 and
different filling factors ρ = 1, 2, and 3. N (0)i (t) denotes the
condensate number, N (ϕ)i (t) the fluctuation number on site
i, and N (ϕ)(t) the total number of fluctuations, each normal-
ized to the total particle number N . Black, blue, and orange
lines represent the central (0), corner (C), and edge sites (E),
respectively, as visualized by the color-coded lattice shown
in the inset. The dashed lines correspond to the respective
solutions obtained within BHF approximation in all panels.
Onsite two-body interactions among the fluctuations are,
therefore, expected to be small. For strong interaction in
the selftrapping regime (u = 7), the fluctuation kinetic
energy follows the evolution of the total fluctuation num-
ber as well (Fig. 5, right panel), while the interaction en-
ergy, settles again to a constant value after a pronounced,
initial peak.
B. Small lattices with damping
We now investigate the influence of collisions of the in-
coherent excitations and damping by solving the second-
order selfconsistent approximation described by Eqs.
(23)–(27). This requires time-evolving the propagators
and selfenergies for two different time arguments. Some
details about how to deal with convolution integrals in
this case are given in Appendix B. For reasons of numer-
ical costs of computing the second-order selfenergies we
only consider a 3 × 3 lattice and limited evolution time
here. The corresponding results are shown in Figs. 7 and
8 for all the different, inequivalent lattice sites and com-
pared with the BHF results (dashed lines).
FIG. 8: Expansion per site in a 3× 3 lattice as in Fig. 7, but
for interaction strength u = 7.
First, we note that in the small lattice the fluctuation
fraction is generally higher than in the large 21× 21 lat-
tice. This may be traced back to the fact that for our
initial conditions in the 3 × 3 lattice the initial conden-
sate number on the central site is smaller than in the
21 × 21 lattice and, thus, fluctuations are less strongly
suppressed. For the same reason, selftrapping effects are
weaker. Second, for u = 3 the time evolution including
collisions of incoherent excitations reproduces the BHF
approximation for all considered quantities and filling
fractions quantitatively rather well (see Fig. 7), as al-
ready conjectured at the end of section IIIA. The on-
site condensate occupation numbers N0i (t) perform pro-
nounced, weakly damped Josephson-like oscillations [10].
Finally, for u = 7 the total local occupation numbers
N0i (t) + N
ϕ
i (t) agree again quantitatively well with the
BHF approximation, as seen from Fig. 8, first row. How-
ever, in this case and for ρ = 1, the fraction of fluctu-
ations produced by strong interaction and second-order
collisions, deviates strongly from the prediction of the
BHF approximation. This leads to fast condensate deple-
tion on all sites, and condensate oscillations are quickly
damped, as seen in Fig. 8 (d) and (g). On the other
hand, as the filling fraction is increased to ρ = 2 and 3,
the agreement with the BHF approximation is restored
for propagation times of up to Jt ≈ 4, see Fig. 8 (e)–
(f), (h)–(i). Note that these filling fractions correspond
to an initial population of the central site of 18 and 27,
respectively, which is still far below the initial central-
site occupation of 212 = 441 for the 21 × 21 lattice
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at ρ = 1. Considering that the importance of fluctua-
tions (and, therefore, their interactions) decreases with
increasing condensate population, we conclude that the
BHF results of section IIIA for a 21 × 21 lattice should
be reliable at least for the initial time evolution up to
Jt ≈ 5, even though quasiparticle collisions are not taken
into account there. Consequently, the bimodal expansion
separated into a strongly populated central cloud and a
weak, quantum coherent halo should be observable, in
agreement with the experiment [4].
IV. CONCLUSION
We studied the temporal expansion dynamics of an ul-
tracold Bose gas in the two-dimensional Bose-Hubbard
model, where initially all bosons are trapped and con-
densed at the central site of a square lattice. Within
our formalism we are able to analyze separately (1) the
semiclassical Gross-Pitaevskii dynamics of the BEC, (2)
the dynamics of quantum fluctuations and (3) their in-
elastic two-body interactions as well as the mutual influ-
ence of these components on each other. After a hopping
quench, the bosons spread over the lattice in a nontrivial
way. We showed that the expansion dynamics depends
crucially on interactions. One can clearly distinguish a
strongly interacting regime (for our system, u ≥ 7) when
the condensate cloud effectively splits into two parts: a
slowly expanding high-density part at the center of the
lattice and a fast, quantum coherent, low-density halo or
forerunner at the rim of the cloud. This bimodal struc-
ture is in qualitative agreement with the experiment [4]
and is interpreted as due to nonlinear selftrapping ef-
fects. We demonstrated that the velocity of the forerun-
ner is bounded from above by and reaches the maximum
group velocity of the system, which represents the Lieb-
Robinson limit [20] for this case.
We also showed that in high-density, interacting clouds
the quench dynamics leads to an initial, explosive gener-
ation of fluctuations, albeit with a small overall ampli-
tude. As the cloud further expands, for weak interac-
tion (u = 3, 5) the fluctuation number continues to in-
crease, but linearly in time with a moderate slope. For
stronger interaction (u = 7), the role of the condensate
as confining potential for the fluctuations starts to domi-
nate, so that the initially created fluctuation numbers are
no longer supported by the further expansion dynamics,
leading to a peak-like time evolution of the fluctuation
number. In this way, the fluctuations remain confined to
a low number in high-density systems for all interaction
parameters.
For smaller lattices we studied damping effects due to
quasiparticle collisions. Since it is numerically a challeng-
ing problem, we reduced the analysis to 3×3 lattices. In
this case, the fluctuation numbers are much higher than
in larger lattices, as expected. In low-density systems,
the collision-induced damping can lead to a fast deple-
tion of the condensate population, transforming the sys-
tem into an incoherent gas. In the long-time limit, this
should lead to a thermal gas [12] above the condensation
temperature. For larger filling fractions (or initial central
site occupation), however, the coherent BEC dynamics
is recovered for significant evolution times. Extrapolat-
ing this finding to the large lattice systems, we conclude
that the bimodal expansion (see above) should be robust
against collisions. This analysis shows the possibly im-
portant role of fluctuations, depending on the lattice size
and interaction also noted in the experiment [4]. In addi-
tion, it provides an explanation why the bimodal expan-
sion (see above) was experimentally observed [4], despite
the ubiquitous presence of fluctuations. In the future it
will be interesting to study collision effects for disordered
as well as periodically driven Bose-Hubbard lattices.
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Appendix A: Symmetry relations
Our equations simplify if we make use of the symme-
try relations listed below. For components of spectral
function and statistical functions it holds
AGij(t, t
′) = −AGij(t, t′)∗ = −AGji(t′, t)
AFij(t, t
′) = −AFij(t, t′)∗ = AFji(t′, t)∗
FGij(t, t
′) = −FGij(t, t′)∗ = FGji(t′, t)
FFij(t, t
′) = −FFij(t, t′)∗ = −FFji(t′, t)∗.
(A1)
The selfenergies which enter Eqs. (10)–(12) also obey the
symmetry relations
γGij(t, t
′)∗ = −γGij(t, t′) = γGji(t′, t)
γFij(t, t
′)∗ = −γFij(t, t′) = γFji(t′, t)
ΓGij(t, t
′)∗ = −ΓGij(t, t′) = ΓGji(t′, t)
ΓFij(t, t
′)∗ = −ΓFij(t, t′) = ΓFji(t′, t)
ΠGij(t, t
′)∗ = −ΠGij(t, t′) = −ΠGji(t′, t)
ΠFij(t, t
′)∗ = −ΠFij(t, t′) = −ΠFji(t′, t) .
(A2)
Appendix B: Convolution integrals in equations of
motion
We can use the symmetry relations listed in Appendix
A also in the convolution integrals which enter our equa-
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tions of motion (23)–(26). Consider, for example, the integrals in Eq. (25),
−i
∑
k
t∫
0
dt[ΓGik(t, t)F
G
kj(t, t
′) + ΓFik(t, t)F
F
kj(t, t
′)] + i
∑
k
t′∫
0
dt[ΠGik(t, t)A
G
kj(t, t
′) + ΠFik(t, t)A
F
kj(t, t
′)]. (B1)
The symmetry relations allow us to split the interval of integration in such a way that we can rewrite the integrals
with the arguments corresponding to the later time as first arguments. Hence, we get for the integral (B1)
i
∑
k
t′∫
0
dt[ΓGik(t, t)F
G
jk(t
′, t)∗ + ΓFik(t, t)F
F
jk(t
′, t)∗]− i
∑
k
t∫
t′
dt[ΓGik(t, t)F
G
kj(t, t
′)− ΓFik(t, t)FFkj(t, t′)∗]
+ i
∑
k
t′∫
0
dt[ΠGik(t, t)A
G
jk(t
′, t)∗ + ΠFik(t, t)A
F
jk(t
′, t)].
(B2)
We proceed in an analogous way for the other integrals of Eqs. (23)–(26) and then solve the final system of equations
numerically.
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